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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract

AIM: To investigate the association of cyclooxygenase-2

(COX-2) expression with angiogenesis and the number

and type of inflammatory cells (macrophages/Kupffer cells;
mast cells) within primary hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)

tissues and adjacent non-tumorous (NT) tissues.

METHODS: Immunohistochemistry for COX-2, CD34,

CD68 and mast cell tryptase (MCT) was performed on

14 well-characterized series of liver-cirrhosis-associated
HCC patients. COX-2 expression and the number of

inflammatory cells in tumor lesions and surrounding liver

tissues of each specimen were compared. Moreover,
COX-2, CD34 staining and the number of inflammatory

cells in areas with different histological degrees within

each tumor sample were comparatively analyzed.

RESULTS: The percentage of COX-2 positive cells was

significantly higher in NT tissues than in tumors. COX-2
expression was higher in well-differentiated HCC than in

poorly-differentiated tissues. Few mast cells were

observed within the tumor mass, whereas a higher number
was observed in the surrounding tissue, especially in

peri-portal spaces of NT tissues. Abundant macrophages/

Kupffer cells were observed in NT tissues, whereas the
number of cells was significantly lower in the tumor mass.

However, a higher cell number was observed in the well-

differentiated tumor and progressively decreased in
relation to the differentiation grade. Within the tumor, a

positive correlation was found between COX-2 expression

and the number of macrophages/Kupffer cells and mast

cells. Moreover, there was a positive correlation between
CD34 and COX-2 expression in tumor tissues. Comparison
between well- and poorly-differentiated HCC showed
that the number of CD34-positive cells decreased with
dedifferentiation. However, COX-2 was the only independent
variable showing a positive correlation with CD34 in a
multivariate analysis.

CONCLUSION: The presence of inflammatory cells and
COX-2 expression in liver tumor suggests a possible
relationship with tumor angiogenesis. COX-2 expressing
cells and the number of macrophages/Kupffer cells and
mast cells decrease with progression of the disease.

© 2005 The WJG Press and Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

Cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) is an inducible immediate early
gene associated with inflammation, cell growth and differen-
tiation, prevention of apoptosis and tumorigenesis[1]. A
substantial body of  evidence supports the role of  COX-2
in the angiogenesis of a variety of human malignancies[2-5].
Recent studies have already shown an increased expression
of  COX-2 in patients with liver disease, suggesting the role
of  COX-2 in chronic liver disease and during the progression
of  HCC[6-8]. In addition, COX-2 expression is reported to
correlate with tumor angiogenesis in patients with hepatitis
C or B virus-associated HCC[9,10].

Macrophages are an important source of angiogenic
activity in wound healing, cancer, and chronic inflammation.
They can produce various growth factors and cytokines
that promote angiogenesis. The presence of infiltrating
macrophages is closely associated with angiogenesis in several
types of malignancies, including melanoma[11], breast[12],
prostate[13] and lung[14] cancer, glioma[15], cervical[16] and
esophageal carcinoma[17]. In the liver, infiltrating macrophages



and Kupffer cells which are considered as resident macrophages,
play an essential role not only in host defense but also in
homeostatic responses of tissue[18-20]. However, their role
in the process of tumor progression and angiogenesis is not
well understood.

Mast cells (MCs) circulate in blood as progenitors and
undergo terminal differentiation into mature cells only when
they enter the tissues. Mast cells release a variety of factors
known to enhance angiogenesis, namely heparin, histamine
and tryptase, as well as cytokines, such as transforming growth
factor-β (TGF-β), tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α),
interleukin-8 (IL-8), fibroblast growth factor-2 (FGF-2) and
vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). MC density is
highly correlated with the extent of  both normal and
pathological angiogenesis in chronic inflammatory diseases
and tumors[21,22]. MCs are present in both normal and
pathological livers[23,24]. Their role in tumor angiogenesis is
not entirely clear, although MCs are of primary importance
in the transition from sinusoidal to capillary-type endothelial
cells during HCC growth.

Although, as quoted above, some studies on the liver
have evaluated the relationship between COX-2 and
angiogenesis, or the relationship between the presence of
macrophages and mast cells and the different liver
pathologies, no studies are available to date on the possible
relationship between the various parameters. Therefore, we
investigated the association of  COX-2 expression with the
number of microvessels, the number and type of inflammatory
cells in primary hepatocellular carcinoma and adjacent non-
tumorous tissues; compared within the same tumor specimen
of the two areas with the greatest difference in differentiation
grade, and evaluated which of the parameters analyzed could
play a prominent role in the neoangiogenesis of HCC.

MAMAMAMAMATERIALS AND METHODSTERIALS AND METHODSTERIALS AND METHODSTERIALS AND METHODSTERIALS AND METHODS

Patients and tissue samples
The study included 14 primary HCC patients whose main
clinical characteristics are shown in Table 1. Diagnosis was
made according to the pathological findings in all cases. All
the patients with known cirrhosis were enrolled in a prospective
study for HCC screening. The disease was associated with
the presence of serum HCV antibodies in all cases. None
of the patients was positive for HBsAg.  HCC was histologically

graded by two pathologists (AMF and CT) and divided
into well-differentiated (WD), moderately-differentiated
(MD) or poorly-differentiated (PD) types. Nine of the
fourteen patients showed different histological grades
(WD+MD+PD) in a single nodule (Table 1). However, a
total of 23 tumor sites (11 well-differentiated and 12
poorly-differentiated) were analyzed (Table 1). In order to
analyze the different parameters during tumor progression
and to avoid variability between the different patients,
we compared the two areas with the greatest difference in
differentiation grade (i.e. well-differentiated vs poorly-
differentiated, n = 9) within the same tumor specimen.

Histochemical staining
Specimens were fixed in formalin and embedded in paraffin.
Four micrometer-thick sections were cut, dewaxed and
hydrated. In the case of  COX-2 and mast cell tryptase (MCT)
staining, the sections were first heated in a microwave oven
(3-4 cycles of 5 min each) in 10 mmol/L citrate buffer
(pH 6.0) and then washed twice with PBS for 5 min. All
sections were incubated with 30 mL/L hydrogen peroxide
in methanol for 5 min to inhibit endogenous peroxidase.
Immunohistochemistry was performed by the streptavidin-
biotin complex (StreptABC) using the following antibodies:
rabbit polyclonal antibody against COX-2 (Cayman,
Chemical, MI, USA) at a dilution of 1:100 for 2 h at
37 , and mouse mAb against CD68 (clone PG-M1,
Dako, Copenhagen, Denmark) at a dilution of 1:50 and
CD34 (Clone Qbend/10, Menarini, Florence, Italy) at a
dilution of 1:30, or anti-human mast cell tryptase (clone
AA1, Dako, Copenhagen, Denmark) at a dilution of 1:150
for 30 min at room temperature. Sections were then
incubated for 30 min at room temperature with biotinylated
anti-rabbit or anti-mouse immunoglobulin diluted in PBS
and streptavidin-biotin complex for 30 min at room
temperature. The color was developed with 3-amino-9-
ethyl-carbazole (AEC) (Dako, Copenhagen, Denmark) for
5-10 min at room temperature and counterstained with
Mayer hematoxylin for 3 min.

Evaluation of COX-2 expression, determination of the number
of macrophages/Kupffer cells, mast cells and microvessels
Immunohistochemical staining for COX-2 was semi-quanti-

Table 1  Patient characteristics and histological features of HCC

 n               Age (yr) Sex Child ALT AST Tumor size (cm) Histology pattern Histology grading

  1  65   F    A5   26   55              2.8                PS                WD
  2  64  M    A6   21   17             3      TR+PS+COM      WD+MD+PD
  3  62  M    A5   53   44             7                TR      WD+MD+PD
  4  63  M    B7   91 334             3                TR                 PD
  5  66  M    B7         145 302             1            TR+PS                WD
  6  77  M    A5   32   24             3            TR+PS      WD+MD+PD
  7  53   F    A6         161 186             2      TR+PS+COM      WD+MD+PD
  8  70   F    A6   25   38             3      TR+PS+COM      WD+MD+PD
  9  75   F    B7   42   55             2                TR                 PD
10  65  M    A5   41   37              2.5         TR+COM      WD+MD+PD
11  56   F    A5   28   57              3.5      TR+PS+COM      WD+MD+PD
12  77  M    A6   44   47          2.7-2.2      TR+PS+COM                 PD
13  61  M    A6   21   17          2.5-4.5      TR+PS+COM      WD+MD+PD
14  78  M    A5         210 388             6            TR+PS      WD+MD+PD
            
TR: trabecular; PS: pseudoglandular; COM: compact. WD: well-differentiated; MD: moderately-differentiated; PD: poorly-differentiated.
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tatively evaluated by two independent observers (AMF, CT)
using a scale of 0-5, according to both degree and intensity
of staining, in which 0: negative, 1: positive staining in 1-
20% of cells, 2: in 21-40%, 3: in 41-60%, 4: in 61-80%
and 5 81%.

When the number of macrophages and mast cells was
determined, the CD68-positive and MCT-positive cells were
counted respectively. Intra-tumoral microvessels were
assessed by immunostaining with anti-CD34. All stained
endothelial cells or cell clusters were counted as one micro-
vessel. Branching structures were counted as a single vessel.
The same two evaluators (AMF and CT) performed the
counts. Briefly, stained sections were observed at 100×
magnification to identify the areas with the highest number
of   positive cells. Counts were performed in five regions at
200×magnification. A scale of 0-5 was used for CD68, in
which 0: negative, 1: 1-15 positive cells, 2: 16-30, 3: 31-45,
4: 45-60 and 5 61. In the case of CD34, a scale of 0-4
was used, in which 0: negative, 1: 1-20 microvessels, 2:
21-40, 3: 41-60, 4: 61. For MCT, the mean of  the five
counts was used directly because a small number of cells
were observed.

Statistical analysis
Data were expressed as median and range (min-max). The
Mann-Whitney U test and Spearman’s rank correlation test
were used when appropriate. Multiple linear regression
analysis was used to study the association between increased
values of  CD34 and values of  COX-2, CD68, and MCT.
The linear regression equation was used to describe a linear

relationship between the dependent variable (CD34) and
one or more explanatory variables. P<0.05 was considered
statistically significant.

RESULRESULRESULRESULRESULTSTSTSTSTS

Expression of COX-2
COX-2 expression was detected in all the HCCs studied by
immunohistochemical analysis. The percentage of  COX-2
positive cells was significantly higher in non-tumor (NT)
tissues than in tumors (P<0.0001) (Figure 1 and Table 2).
COX-2 showed a diffuse cytoplasmic localization in NT
hepatocytes, whereas it showed a cytoplasmic dot-like pattern
in tumor cells. COX-2 expression tended to be higher in
well-differentiated than in poorly-differentiated HCC tissues
(z = 4.2, P<0.0001). As shown in Figures 1B and C, a clear
difference in COX-2 staining was observed at the boundary
of HCC tissues with different histological grades.

Immunostaining of macrophages
In this study, anti-CD68, an anti-human macrophage
antibody, was used to identify the macrophages. However,
in the CD68-positive (CD68+) cells, short spindle cells
were considered to be Kupffer cells, whereas migrating
macrophages were those with oval shape and abundant
cytoplasm. The total number of CD68+cells was calculated
in all cases. The expression of CD68+cells was significantly
higher in non-tumor tissue than in tumor itself (P<0.0001,
Figure 2 and Table 2). In addition, the number of
CD68+cells reduced as the histological grade decreased

Figure 1  Immunohistochemical expression of COX-2 in cirrhotic liver area
(A), well- and moderately-differentiated HCC areas (B), well-differentiated

Figure 2  Immunohistochemical staining with anti-CD68 highlights the number
of histiocytes in cirrhotic liver cells (A), well-differentiated HCC (B) and poorly-

HCC with trabecular arrangement and poorly-differentiated HCC with loose
cohesive pattern (C) (×250).

differentiated HCC (C). (A, C ×250; B ×400).

A CB

A CB
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(Figures 2B and C) and was completely absent in some
cases of poorly-differentiated HCC.

Immunostaining of mast cells
Mast cells were recognized by using anti-human tryptase
mAb. Tryptase is a neutral protease contained in the secretory
granules of  MCs. Tryptase-positive mast cells (MCT) were
abundant and mainly localized in the portal tracts of non-
tumorous liver tissues (Figure 3A). The number of MCs
was significantly lower in HCC tissue than in surrounding
cirrhotic liver tissue (P<0.0001, Figure 3A and Table 2).
However, different histological grades of HCC showed
different number of MCs (Figure 3B), well-differentiated
HCC showed the highest number of MCs which tended to
decrease in less-differentiated HCC (z = 4.1, P<0.0001).

Figure 3 Immunohistochemical staining with anti-human mast cell tryptase in
cirrhotic and HCC tissues (A) and in well-differentiated HCC and moderately-
differentiated HCC (B). (x 250).

Immunostaining of endothelial cells
The presence of microvessels inside the tumor mass was
evaluated by staining endothelial cells with anti-CD34
antibody. In the surrounding cirrhotic tissue CD34-positive

cells were found only in the portal tracts and septa. As shown
in Figure 4, CD34+cells were clearly found in well-
differentiated HCC, whereas poorly-differentiated HCC
showed few or no vessels (Figure 4B). The mean score was
2 (0-14) in well- and 0 (0-2) in poorly- differentiated HCC
(z = 3.3, P<0.001).

Figure 4  Immunohistochemical expression of CD34 underlining striking differences
between well-differentiated HCC (A) and poorly-differentiated HCC (B). (×250).

COX-2 expression as evaluated in all HCC sites (WD-
HCC+PD-HCC, n = 23) significantly correlated with the
presence of macrophages (P<0.001), mast cells (P<0.0001)
and CD34 expression (P<0.0001). The presence of CD68+
cells significantly correlated with the number of MCT

(P<0.0001) and CD34 expression (P<0.001). The number
of MCT in HCC significantly correlated with CD34 expression
(P<0.001).

To confirm the relationship between angiogenesis expr-
essed as CD34 (dependent variable) and other parameters
(independent variables), multiple linear regression analysis
was performed. A close association was found between
CD34 and COX-2 (β = 0.69, P<0.002, R2 = 0.65), while no
association was found between CD68 (P<0.07) and MCT

(P = not significant).

DISCUSSIONDISCUSSIONDISCUSSIONDISCUSSIONDISCUSSION

Tumor angiogenesis is essential for tumor growth, and depends
on angiogenic factors produced by tumor cells and/or
infiltrating cells in tumor tissue. The tumor microenvironment
largely orchestrated by inflammatory cells is an indispensable
participant factor in the neoplastic process. The inflammatory
component of a developing neoplasm includes a varied
leukocyte population, e.g., macrophages, neutrophils,
eosinophils, and mast cells, all of which are variably loaded

Table 2  Mann-Whitney analysis of score representing immunostaining
for COX-2, CD68 and number of MCs in liver cirrhosis and HCC tissues

  LC HCC  z                                P

COX-2    5     1 3.7           <0.0001
(3-5)  (0-5)

CD68    5     3 4.2           <0.0001
(3-5)  (0-4)

MCT    4     1 4           <0.0001
                  (2-18) (0-10)

LC: liver cirrhosis; HCC: hepatocellular carcinoma.

A

B

A

B
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with an assorted array of cytokines, cytotoxic mediators
including reactive oxygen species, serine-, cysteine-, and
metalloproteases, membrane-perforating agents, and soluble
cell killing mediators, such as TNF-α, interleukines, and
interferons[24,25].

In recent years, a number of studies have correlated COX-2
expression with tumor angiogenesis[2-5]. In addition, accumulation
of inflammatory cells, macrophage and mast cells coupled
with angiogenesis can be found in the literature[11-17,20,21].

In this study, we evaluated the association of  COX-2
expression with angiogenesis and the number and type of
inflammatory cells in primary HCC and surrounding NT
tissues, as well as their association with differentiation grades
in HCC tissues. A previous study demonstrated that dediff-
erentiation occurs with time and tumor growth[26]. In our
study, a single tumor node showing areas with different
histological grades was found in most HCC tissues. This
allowed us to compare well-differentiated tumors with poorly-
differentiated tumors in the same subject, and therefore to
determine the role of  molecules and cells analyzed during
HCC progression.

We found that COX-2 expression and the number of
macrophages/Kupffer cells and MCs were higher in adjacent
NT tissues than in tumors. However, due to our limited
patient population (n = 14) no correlation was observed by
comparing each parameter in NT and tumor tissues in the
same patient (data not shown). In addition, no correlation
was found between the presence of inflammatory cells and
COX-2 expression in peri-tumorous cirrhotic liver (data not
shown).

We found that COX-2 was expressed in all HCC cases,
which is in agreement with the results reported by Koga[6]

and Bae [8].  COX-2 expression was higher in well-
differentiated HCC than in poorly-differentiated HCC,
suggesting that COX-2 may be involved in the early stages of
hepatocarcinogenesis. The reduction of  COX-2 expression
during tumor progression is not common in all types of
cancer. A possible explanation of this different behavior is
that, in some cell types COX-2 over-expression may cause
a growth disadvantage during tumor progression. This is in
agreement with the results of  Trifan et al.[27], who reported
that COX-2 overexpression is able to induce cell cycle arrest
in a variety of cell types.

Although the functions of intra-tumor macrophages/
Kupffer cells and MCs are still unclear, two hypotheses
have been advanced about their possible role in tumor
lesions. One hypothesis suggests that both cell types are
important in the host defense mechanism and anti-tumor
effects, the other postulates that they may directly promote
tumor growth, invasion and neovascularity. Our results, in
agreement with previous observations, show that there is a
significant difference in the number of CD68+cells between
well- and poorly-differentiated HCC, and that the latter
contains few of these cells. Similarly, the number of MCT

decreases significantly with tumor dedifferentiation. These
results suggest that the decrease in inflammatory cells is closely
related to the differentiation grade and tumor progression.
In view of these results, it is reasonable to hypothesize that
both cell types may have an inhibitory effect on HCC cell
proliferation.

Moreover, the data of  this study seem to suggest a corre-
lation between both cell types and COX-2 expression and
tumor angiogenesis, although COX-2 expression is the only
independent variable that shows a significant positive
correlation with CD34.

In conclusion, there is a relationship between COX-2
expression and the neovasculature of human HCC. Therefore,
it is likely that COX-2 inhibition may block HCC-associated
angiogenesis, thus providing a rationale for the use of
selective COX-inhibitors in the treatment of  this malignancy.
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